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How to Proceed



A conservatory can be used for far more than grow-
ing plants. Built for year-round use, a conservatory 
can be a dining room, study,  family room, or simply 

a way to brighten a kitchen, studio, or any other living area. 
Conservatories can be attached to an adjoining structure or 
used as a free-standing garden building.

To plan your conservatory, we will discuss intended use and 
desired size. We will address the issues of overall proportion 
and connection with your new or existing structure. We can 
also advise you on all aspects of the project from glass to heat-
ing and cooling. See "How to Proceed" for a complete outline 
of our process.

We are not limited to standard sizes. Modular systems 
offered by others are intended to save money in the man-
ufacturing process, but frequently sacrifice detail, design 
excellence, and structural quality. Built to true-frame specifi-
cations, our hardwood and aluminum creations are designed 
to look as though they were always part of the original 
adjoining structure or grounds. 

Our conservatories are hand-crafted in hardwood or alumi-
num. Either can be custom-sized and emulate the style and 
details of a range of architectural styles from Victorian to 
contemporary.

The following pages illustrate our fundamental architectural 
styles (and some of their endless variants), introduce you to 

P lanning The Conservatory

Bay-End style conservatory with Wishbone pattern clerestory

the steps involved in the design process, and tell you about 
how our conservatories are made. 

With over 27 years of experience, we can create a conservatory 
that is as special to your home as your home is to you. The 
possibilities are unlimited.

What is a conservatory?
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Our goal is a conservatory that appears as though it is an 
original part of the adjoining structure or grounds, not 
an add-on. 

We can develop a design and price with basic information 
and photos provided by you, your design professional, or 
from our site visit. The design drawings illustrate how the 
conservatory will blend with and enhance your home and its 
surroundings. 

Upon order, shop drawings are prepared for your review and 
approval prior to manufacture. Shop drawings provide the 
dimensions needed for foundation and/or knee wall work. We 
can also design and build to existing foundation dimensions 
where a replacement structure is being considered.

To develop a design we consider the following:

Style: There are four basic styles used in our designs: 
Bay-End, Rectangular, Lean-To, and Orangery. All of 
these styles can be combined and most can be used in a free-
standing format. 

The primary difference between the Bay-End and Rectangular 
conservatories is the 45 degree corners of the Bay-End shape. 
The Rectangular style can have a hipped or gabled roof or 
the roof can slope up directly to an existing wall in a Lean-To 
fashion. The Orangery is characterized by having a portion of 
solid roof at the perimeter with a central skylight roof.

Size: In general, the conservatory should accent the house, 
not dominate it. (Commercial applications or entryways may 

Bay-End

Rectangular

Lean-To

Orangery

Designing Your Conservatory
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Height: The height from the underside of the threshold to 
the top of the door frame is typically not less than 6'-8". This 
includes our recommended 1-1/2' to 2' high knee wall or using 
our base panels. 

Additional frame height is 
often  provided by the use 
of “clerestory” or transom 
windows. Clerestories allow 
a place for a complementary 
glazing pattern. Frame heights 
are variable, but in general, 
the clerestory should not be 
more than 25 percent of the 
overall side frame height, not 
including the knee wall. 

Doors: A pair of  French, outward-opening doors is standard. 
An ideal door height is 6'-8”, but can be taller where needed.   
We can also do bi-fold or folding-sliding doors in variable 
configurations.

Roof pitch: In general, the steeper the pitch, the more attrac-
tive the conservatory, but adjoining house pitches of the main 
roof, gables, or dormers are a good benchmark. We can vary 
pitch to any degree.

Glass: Double-glazing (thermopane insulated glass) with 
High-performance argon-filled soft coat Low-E is standard. 
This standard was chosen for its optimal combination of high 
visible light (70%), excellent U-Value (.26), and excellent 
shading coefficient (.46) for such a clear glass. Stronger shad-
ing coefficients, laminated, and hurricane-rated impact glass 
are some of the many additional options.

Fixed courtyard dimensions

Single bays at door sides

Adjustable scribe panels

be an exception.) For all sizes, relation to landscaping and 
proportion to the house are considered. Even a small glass 
room can have a dramatic effect on an adjoining internal space 
and is perceived as being larger than its actual dimensions.

Correct sizing of a conservatory starts with correct propor-
tions of height and width relative to the adjoining structure.  
Often there is a fixed space or base on which to construct the 
conservatory. In that instance, we work backwards by dividing 
the space into individual bays that are proportionate, but not 
necessarily the same as the house window bays and details.

If this does not result in pleasing proportions, we can add pairs 
of single bays or fixed panels to meet required dimensions (we 
also do this to create visual interest). See example below.

Knee wall: The design starts with consideration of the base of 
the structure. It can be a wall of any material complementing 
adjoining structures, our wood or aluminum base panels, or 
full-height glazing. Knee walls are generally 1-1/2 to 2 feet in 
height, but can be shorter or taller when needed.

Clerestory - Wishbone Glazing
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Snow and wind loads (engineering): We provide concealed 
structural steel support in the frame as needed. Stamped 
structural engineering calculations are available for any code 
jurisdiction in North America or Canada, including seismic 
and hurricane requirements for coastal zones.

Screens: Surface mounted roll screens are optional in hard-
wood with decorative trims. Aluminum buildings include 
fixed screens. Optional roof vents include removable fixed 
screens for hardwood or aluminum conservatories. 

Decorative Details: Considerations include glazing patterns, 
ridge cresting, finials, pilasters, corbels, gables, and decorative 
braces. We will recommend details in our design or accommo-
date your specific preferences.

Sash

Glazing Patterns: All glazing patterns use simulated divided 
lights (SDLs), not snap-in grills or appliques. We offer 
numerous glazing patterns for side windows which create 
attractive coordination with  existing patterns on the house. 
True-divided patterns are also an option for hardwood or alu-
minum. We also offer applied lead patterns that retain the use 
of insulated glass units.

Bay Sizes: We do not use standard modular sizes in our frames, 
but in general side bays generally do not exceed 35" (center-
to-center). We can adjust for uneven sides or house walls with 
adjustable scribe panels and with the addition of narrow side 
bays in matched pairs.

Roof bays (distance between rafters) can vary depending on 
style but generally average between 24" and 36" in hardwood 
or aluminum.  

Heavy-gauge 
ogee gutter

Acetylated Wood

Interior Knee
Wall (by Owner)

Acetylated Wood 
Sills and Threshold
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Sample Glazing Patterns
for Hardwood or Aluminum

Popular patterns are 
shown, but any pattern 
request can be fulfi lled. 

Lead glazing 
patterns are also available 
in custom patterns applied 

to insulated glass.

Note: Patterns are subject to change.
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Sample Crest ing,  Finia ls  & Gables
Paxton Gable

In hardwood or 
applied lead patterns

Circle Gable

Ellipse Gable

Circular Cross Gable**

Gothic Gable

Victorian

Quatrefoil Diamond*

Fleur de Lys

Small Ball Large Ball Acorn Onion Obelisk Spire Ball &
Spire

Ball &
Spire II

Quatrefoil Fleur 
de Lys

Plain Hopper Head** Decorative Hopper Head**

* Aluminum Only   **Hardwood Only
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Sample Designs Our designs include plan and elevation drawings and a 3-D rendering. 
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The Bay-End style reflects the richness of Victorian 
architecture in its generous proportions and authentic details. 
The construction is thoroughly traditional and the use of 
modern technology is discreet and unobtrusive. The Bay-End 
design can be built in any width with variable lengths. We are 
not limited to standard sizes or heights. 

The Bay-End style can also be built in a free-standing form 
to complement the style of any home, or it can be combined 
with Rectangular and Lean-To shapes.

A Wide-Bay conservatory in either hardwood or aluminum 
(pages 12-13) maximizes widths and allows exciting addi-
tional design features. It can have a flat roof center section or 
roof lantern with or without sides.

We use adjustable scribe panels at the roof and side walls to 
accommodate attachment to all types of construction, from 
new walls to siding, brick, or even rough cut field stone. 

Fully double glazed roof, 
doors, and windows

Hardwood throughout

Adjustable scribe panel 
between house wall and 
conservatory

Fully opening double doors 
at any bay or multiple folding-
sliding doors in hardwood or 
aluminum

Manual or electric roof vents

Low maintenance enameled 
aluminum roof cappings at 
exterior

The Tradit ional  Bay-End Style Conservatory
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Increase the length or width by adding bays.

The side bay width is variable. It is measured 
from the centers of the frame posts. In 
general side bays should be proportional to 
the windows on the attaching structure.

3351 mm
(10’-11 7/8”)

2133 mm
(7’-0”)

3827 mm
(12’-6 5/8”)

Creating with the Bay-End Style
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Add a clerestory with a complementary glazing pattern to add height, 
greater visual interest, or to create more interior volume.

404 mm
(16”)

1975 mm
(6’-8 3/4”)

Shown with 6-pane pattern and Wishbone pattern clerestory.
Window bay height and width can be customized.
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Add more width to the Bay-End with a center flat-roof section.

In hardwood buildings, flat roofs are facto-
ry built and include an insulated joist box. An exter-
nal quality top side is provided with built-in slopes 
to troughs or box gutters concealed from view. The roof 
perimeter frame detail has a flashing rebate for copper, lead-
coated copper, or rubber ply covering installed by others. The 
box is lined internally with tongue and groove boarding or 
can be dry walled.

Aluminum conservatories can also be built with a flat roof 
section with joists and decking generally added by the base 
work contractor. 

Sl
op

ed
 ro

of

34.5 degree roof 
pitch shown

Trough
Scribe run-off

If needed, a flat-roof section can 
also limit overall height.
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Or replace the flat section with either...

...a low-lantern roof without side frames

...or a lantern roof with side frames.
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...Or we can make a portion of the roof solid, allowing 
for more sun control or as a convenient location for 
lights, fans, or HVAC outlets. In hardwood buildings, the 
interior solid roof is lined with your choice of tongue and 
groove boarding or drywall. Aluminum solid roofs use 

one-piece insulated panels with metal cladding.

Variable depth ridge cavity

Exterior metal choices are typically copper, zinc, or lead coated copper Tongue & Groove boarding option

6



Roof Plan

Rectangular - Hipped Roof

With its crisp classical lines, the Rectangular shape is par-
ticularly sympathetic to older homes, but also compatible 
with modern interpretations of traditional styles. Hipped 
or gabled roofs offer considerable flexibility in the size and 
floor plan of the conservatory. Again, a variety of shapes 
and floor plans are possible.

The rectangular style lends itself well to many locations 
including or courtyards, glazed entryways, and free-stand-
ing garden houses and swimming pool enclosures.

The Rectangular Style Conservatory

Rectangular - Gable End Roof
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The Rectangular style can be created with a hipped roof...

Shown with Kensington glazing pattern

Double Hipped Roof with Glazed LinkDouble Hipped Roof

8



...or gable end

...or double gable ...or gable with a Lean-To section.
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Shown with center gable, classical entablature, and corner pilasters

Use a hipped roof under low eaves, 
or second floor windows...

Double Hipped Pavilion

Box gutter with built-in slope drainage...or combine a hipped roof with a gable 
at the front or sides.

...or use hips and a flat roof section

10



Use a flat roof section to accommodate 
second floor windows, create a location 
for lighting or A/C vents, to increase 

roof pitch, or to create a balcony.

Shown with Margin glazing pattern
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The Lean-To

Add length or depth as needed.

Shown with 
30 degree roof pitch

Shown attached to an existing balcony

In its most simple form, the lean-to has three sides 
and a roof that pitches back to the house wall.
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Flat roof extension with center gable

The Lean-To takes on a whole new dimension with 
a gable, flat roof extension, or panel base.

The fl at roof section includes sloped troughs or box 
gutters and allows added depth, increased roof pitch, and 

the ability to stay under second fl oor windows, terraces, etc.

Sloped drainage to sides

Town & Country full-height frames with panel base and gable

13Styles



...or use a half-hip for a 
connection that provides second 
floor clearance while allowing 

significant interior volume 
within the conservatory.

Add a projecting 
bay entrance to 
the Lean-To...
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The Orangery is the predecessor of the conservatory. Its 
name is derived from its original use in Europe as a place 
to grow fruit imported from tropical climates. It featured 
tall glass side windows combined with a skylight roof.

How is an orangery different from a conservatory? 

A conservatory has a glass pitched roof, which rests on the 
external side frames. An orangery has a partial solid flat 
roof and one or more glass roof lanterns (skylights) set 
into it. Our orangeries have a concealed aluminum sup-
port structure, which transfers the load from the glazed 
lantern onto the side frames. A box gutter surrounds the 
external perimeter, creating an internal soffit that can vary 
in size as needed. 
 
A combination of solid and glazed wall sections provides 
additional shade in summer and a greater feeling of enclo-
sure in winter. The interior soffit can be used for accent 
lighting or to conceal HVAC ducts. 

Orangeries are best built in hardwood due to the soffits 
ringing the perimeter. 

Variable width 
soffit with 
built-in slopes 
or box gutters

The Orangery
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A flat roof perimeter distinguishes an Orangery from a Conservatory.
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This lantern roof mirrors the pitch of the dormer roof 
on this French Carriage House.

The Orangery can also feature a solid curved roof...

Double glazed lantern atop curved lantern roof

ornamental 
railings
curved solid roof 
by T&C finished 
in lead or copper

traditional 
leaded lights

Shown with timber base panel by Town & Country

The lantern base is elevated to add height without side windows.

...or a lantern roof with or without side frames
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Converting an under used courtyard into a dramatic light filled 
conservatory space is made possible by custom sized soffits that 
conceal any needed structural support and provide expansive 
sloped gutters to carry rain and snow away from the location.

...and can be used in Courtyards or to accommodate overhanging eaves.

Courtyard rendering and roof plan

Orangery under overhanging eave

18



...a gable and lean-to conservatory …a historic fine glass building

...dramatic glass links ...formal classical detailing

Combined Styles 

Let our design show you how to create...
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Create an inviting dining experience... ...or a modern interpretation of a classical style

...a commercial space like no other ...or a one of a kind view.

20



Create a space for growing and living.
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Accent a traditional Victorian home...

...or a contemporary style ...or an urban townhouse

There is  no l imit  to the possibi l i t ies
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The design of Pool and Garden Houses and Pool 
Enclosures involves the same considerations as 
conservatories. Scale and proportion are vital to a 
well-balanced design. The relationship between the 
conservatory, host structure, and environment are 
carefully considered. Use any of our styles and features to 
create spectacular and functional rooms to complement 
or enclose your pool area. 

Pool  and Garden Houses

For more photos and information, visit our website:
www.TownandCountryUS.com/products/pool/
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Create inviting views of the outdoors... 

2



...or an inviting space in any season.

3Pool & Garden



Create a free-standing garden house in a grand traditional style...

...or complete your garden landscape.

Partial zinc-covered upper roof reduces heat gain and provides 
a location for fans and lights.

Roof vents and top-hung side windows provide continuous ventilation.
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...or create a magnificent pool enclosure.
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...or create a poolside retreat.
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aluminum series offers a robust frame, allowing for virtually any 
size or shape of skylight, including some sizes certified for hurricane 
zones. Rafter sizes can be varied to meet any design load requirement.  
Standard specifications include tempered High-Performance Low-E 
glass, cast aluminum finials and cresting, 6 standard colors and a variety 
of decorative options including leaded glazing patterns, simulated 
divided lights or internal bar patterns.

Our English Skylights offer an exciting alternative to the common 
roof skylight. They are inspired by our conservatories and offer a 
dramatic feature for homes, restaurants, pool houses or any place 
where natural light is needed.

All-aluminum skylights are fabricated from extruded, thermally 
broken aluminum with no exterior or interior cladding.  The all-

Engl ish Skyl ights

Octagonal Stretched OctagonalRectangular Gable-Ended Rectangular Hipped

Dome Barrel Vaulted Square

We offer skylights in all-aluminum or hardwood with an aluminum clad roof.  Both have the same rich details as our conservatories. Please 
visit www.EnglishSkylights.com to see a range of 43 sizes in aluminum with prices. Note, that we are not limited to standard sizes. Please 
call for hardwood pricing. 
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Roof frame:  Glass is retained by a dry-glazed bevelled screw down 
compression cap system with multi-fin gaskets, “screwless” center 
strip cover and integrated gutter channel in the rafter.  All internal 
rafters and the ridge feature an optional ogee profile aluminum extru-
sion lending perspective to the interior framing.

 

Roof Shape: In addition to the standard shapes shown, virtually 
any custom size and design can be accommodated. 

Roof Pitch: Standard pitch is 25 degrees, but can be customized.

Cresting & Finials: Cast aluminum cresting and finials are standard, 
but can be omitted.

Glass: Standard roof and side glass is tempered/tempered one inch 
overall thickness insulated units in Argon-filled High Performance 
Low-E glass. Numerous additional options are available for glass 
including impact resistant and laminated glass.

Descriptions of our standard upgrades for High Performance 
Low-E are shown on the Specifications page of our website: 
www.TownandCountryUS.com/skylight-specs/

Side windows: are externally glazed and feature an integrated weep 
drainage system to the exterior. Side windows are fixed with option-
al top-hung outward opening option along with electric openers.

Glazing patterns:  Optional patterns can be formed by internal 
bars within the insulated unit, simulated divided lights, applied lead 
and external and/or internal applied muntins with no internal bar. 
Curved patterns may be limited depending on the size of the sky-
light side frames and the desired pattern. Please call.

Frame Colors: Standard options are White, Black, Hartford Green,  
Bronze, Natural Clay and Sandstone in a Duracon finish; or anod-
ized Dark Bronze or Mill Finish. Custom colors upon request.

Structural: All skylights are engineered to a minimum snow load 
of 30 lbs/sf and wind load of 90 mph. Higher snow and wind load 
requirements can be accommodated. Stamped engineering calcula-
tions are available as an option for all states and Canada.

Installation: Town & Country installation is required.  Please pro-
vide a location description, address, photos and any relevant notes 
on access or other restrictions to obtain a quote for Town & Coun-
try installation.

Curb Dimensions and Flashing: All skylights are supplied with 
shop drawings for Purchaser pre-approval. Curb is built and flashed 
by Purchaser. 

 

Warranties: 10 year structural and 20 year insulated glass seal war-
ranty and one year installation workmanship warranty.

Skyl ight Specif icat ions
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1"

OVERALL  SKYLIGHT DIMENSIONS

MIN. 4" WIDE CURB by OWNER

RAFTER WITH  OGEE
PROFILE

Max. 1
4"

INTERIOR FINISH by OWNER

41
8"

ISOLATION MEMBRANE & ROOF
FLASHING TO CURB by OWNER,
Max 1/4" Thickness

27
8"

51
4"

INTERIOR FACE of  SILL DIMENSION

OVERALL  SKYLIGHT DIMENSIONS

1"Max. 1
4"

41
8"

27
8"

51
4"

INTERIOR FACE of  SILL DIMENSION

6"RAFTER WITH OGEE
PROFILE

1'-4 1/4"

1'-10 3/4"

DECORATIVE CROWN
MOULDING

25.0°

MIN. 4" WIDE CURB by OWNER
INTERIOR FINISH by OWNER

ISOLATION MEMBRANE & ROOF
FLASHING TO CURB by OWNER,
Max 1/4" Thickness

3 5
16"

English Skylight Curb Section Schematics

Alternate frame details are available, visit www.TownandCountryUS.com/skylight-specs/

Standard Frame Detail Standard with Sides Frame Detail
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(Engl i sh  Skyl ights)

Frequently Asked Quest ions

(Engl i sh  Skyl ights)

If I want a skylight with side windows, can they open?
Yes, we can make any of the window bays open with the addition 
of a top-hung operable sash that comes with a fixed screen. The 
windows can be manually operated or motorized. 

Your website shows sizes as inside dimensions. What exactly does that 
mean?
The dimension shown on the pricing grid is to the inside face of the 
sill that rests on the curb.  This is the maximum internal opening 
that the curb should have so that the skylight can be properly sup-
ported. Please see previous page. 

What is the outside dimension? 
The framing for a typical skylight adds another 4-7/16” to the 
inside face of sill dimension. Please see the detail on the preceding 
page.  In other words, the overall outside dimension of the skylight 
is about 9” more than the inside dimensions (4-7/16” x 2= 8-7/8”).

Please note that our frame wraps over the curb on the 
outside so the dimension from the inside face of the sky-
light to the outside face of the curb (before flash-
ing by your roofer) should not be more than 2-7/8 to 3”) .

How is the final size determined?  Does someone from your company 
come and measure or does the contractor do that?  
After you choose a  size our shop drawings will show your 
contractor the exact size of the skylight and it is up to the 
contractor to build to those dimensions. For added measure 
we ask the contractor to confirm the as-built dimensions.

What should the curb be made of? And how tall should it be?
At a minimum it should be wood framing, usually stacked 
to build the curb up above the roof to avoid water and melt-
ing snow. Your contractor would flash up to and over that 
curb and our frame will fit over the curb. Please see the dia-
gram. Your local codes may prescribe the minimum curb 
height; for example, in the snow belt, it is usually 6 inches.
It can also depend on what you plan to do on the interior. 
Having a taller curb allows more height in the internal soffit.

What is the height and pitch of the skylight? 
Our standard pitch is 25 degrees.  With that we can estimate the 
height based on the size you choose.  

What do standard interior rafters look like? 
The standard rafters are 2-1/2” wide and are flat. A molded ogee 
profile is a very nice option.

Are finials and cresting included?
Yes, unless you tell us not to include them in the proposal.

What is the glass?
The standard glass is tempered-tempered high-performance Low-E 
in one inch thick overall units.  In other words, there is usually a 
3/16” tempered outer leaf and a 3/16 inch tempered inner leaf with 
a 5/8 inch airspace.   The overall thickness can change depending 
the size of the skylight, but the glass is almost always 1 inch overall 
and has excellent shading and insulation values. We can provide 
those specifications on request, or see the website.

Frequently Asked Quest ions
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(Engl i sh  Skyl ights)

What is laminated glass?
Laminated glass is often required for overhead glass in skylights. We 
can include that in the base price or offer it as an option. Laminated 
glass (or safety glass) has a clear membrane sandwiched into the 
inner leaf of glass that holds the glass in place. In the unlikely event 
of a break, it will not fall into the room below. 

I want something very UV protected, because I have delicate fabrics 
in the room below.
Our standard glass admits 14% of UV which is very low. We can 
offer even higher protection with a slight decrease in visible light.

Do you offer self-cleaning glass?
We offer NEAT coating which induces a low contact angle by 
water that causes it to “sheet” versus forming droplets. Droplets 
that evaporate on the surface leave airborne pollutants(spots). If the 
skylight is easy to access, you may not need this coating, because the 
skylight is easy to access and clean.

I live in a hurricane zone.  Can I use your skylights?
Yes, depending on the size and shape, we have skylights that have 
been Florida product tested, including Miami Dade which has the 
most stringent hurricane ratings requirements in the country.

What are the color options? Can I choose a custom color?
There are 6 standard colors: white, black, bronze, sandstone, 
natural clay and dark green. It would also be possible to order it in 
unfinished mill aluminum or dark bronze anodized.

We can match any color with a color sample, which adds about two 
weeks to the production process, because we will create a matching 
sample for you to approve.

How long does the color keep its new car smell?
Dark colors lose their sheen after a number of years of sun exposure.  
The color gets a little chalky.  This is common with most any alumi-
num, but keeping it clean slows the oxidation process.  We also offer 
a fluoropolymer coating that is called AAMA 2605 grade coating. 
The 2605 upgrade provides a 15 year fade resistance warranty. 

How much space is necessary around the skylight (to clear leaves, 
service the roof, clean glass, etc.)?   
Each location is different and depends on the reason for access. A 
foot on each side allows you to walk around it, but that area can be 
smaller as long as good drainage from the roof is preserved.

How long does it take once I decide to order?
Upon receipt of your deposit it usually takes 1-2 weeks to finish the 
shop drawings for your approval, then 6-9 weeks to fabricate.

What is the warranty?
All extruded aluminum parts have a fifteen (15) year prorated lim-
ited warranty; all operable hardware has a two (2) year limited war-
ranty; and all glass is warranted by the original manufacturer, passed 
through to the Owner and Town & Country, to be free from seal 
failure for 20 years.  Laminated glass is warranted against cracking 
through the installation only.

Frequently Asked Quest ions
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Creating with English Skylights

...create your own Garden House

English Skylights offer design details that can transform an existing space in homes, lofts, commercial 
spaces and pool enclosures into a room filled with natural light. Or for new spaces...  

Low pitch roof concealed 
by eave molding detail

Conventional side frame 
construction (by Owner) 
with Rectangular 
Hipped English Skylight
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...turn a courtyard into an Orangery

Conventional side frames with French Doors 
to match house (by Owner)

Rectangular Hipped English Skylight on 
owners flat roof and skylight curb.
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...build a pool enclosure with a dramatic roof feature.

Conventionally constructed side frames and lower roof (built by Owner) with Town & Country English Skylight. 
Skylights can be made with or without side frames.
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...or a Pool House with a distinctive skylight roof.

High-performance Low-E glass

Solid lower roof

Conventional side frames and doors with canopy or Pergola and attached rear service/storage area. 
Call us about design services.
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Combine a skylight with traditional construction to create a garden room...

...or add natural light to a pool enclosure or any room in your home.
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Hipped Skylight with Custom Pitch 

Custom Hardwood Stretched Octagonal 

Hardwood Skylight with True-divided GlazingRectangular Hipped Skylight with Sides 

Stretched Octagonal

Custom Double SkylightSquare Hipped Skylight Square Hipped Skylight

Dome Skylight

11English Skylights



Create your favorite room.
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Decorative Ogee 
Profile Rafters as 
Standard

Sapele Hardwood Frame

Heavy Gauge Extruded Alu-
minum Gutters
Powder Coated

Primer and Two Top Coats in 
40 Standard Colors or Custom 

Full-length Thru-bolts with 
Multi-point Security Locks

Laminated Engineered   
Sapele Doors and Win-
dows as Standard

Glazing Patterns: Stand-
ard SDL, 
True-divided, or Ap-
plied Lead GlazingSills and Sash Bottom in Acety-

lated Wood

Anti-capillary Grooves Decorative Pilasters 
in Acetylated Wood

Top-Hung Opening 
Windows with 
Two-Point Lock 
Side LatchesDecorative Insulated 

Base Panels
Solid Brass Hardware in
5 Color Options

Motorized Roof Vents 
with Optional Rain Sen-
sors and Thermostats

Standard High-Performance 
Low-E GlassDry Glazed Aluminum Roof  Capping Sys-

tem - Powder Coated

Hardwood Details

Concealed 
Steel Support
as Needed

Entablature Moldings in Acety-
lated Wood
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(Hardwood Conservatorie s)

Standard Specif icat ions & General  Information

HARDWOOD CONSTRUCTION

• For painted conservatories and roof lanterns (skylights) our 
standard roof and frame construction is in Sapele hardwood. 
Sapele is a dense African hardwood, stronger than American or 
Honduran Mahogany. It has a fine texture with good machining 
workability. It averages about 674 kg/m³ (42lb/ft³) at 12% mois-
ture content and its mechanical properties are generally higher 
than those of White Oak. Other hardwoods, such as Idigbo or 
manufacured woods such as Tricoya, are used for certain trims or 
internal framing. 

• The British government requires that these timbers be imported 
from managed sources. 

• For non-painted conservatories and roof lanterns we recommend 
either Oak or Iroko construction, or stained Sapele interiors with 
painted Sapele exteriors. 

GLAZED ROOFS

• Roof pitch is set as appropriate to each design and as the con-
straints of the site allow. There is no limit to pitch.

• Our roofs are primarily constructed from delicately mold-
ed 45mm x 140mm (1 3/4” x 5 1/2”) section (rafters), 
hips, valleys, profiled roof plates, and substantial ridge and 
wall plates.

• Roofs are engineered to North American snow, wind, and seis-
mic loads. We meet or exceed local code requirements. 

• We offer a range of roof ornamentation: timber or cast metal 
finials; cast aluminum ridge cresting; and copper clad finials and 
roof caps.

• Exterior rafter cappings are powder-coated to minimize 
maintenance on the areas most difficult to access. Color choices 
include a range of 42 standard colors with custom colors available 
upon request.

• Where specified, gable designs can include intricate radial or 
tracery glazing patterns, all in individually shaped true-divided 
single or double panes or applied leaded light panes.  

• Where specified, lanterns can include glazed side-frames. The 
lantern side-frame windows can include intricate radial or trac-
ery glazing patterns in individually shaped true-divided single or 
double panes, applied lead or genuine leaded light panes.  

• When required, the roof construction is augmented by internal 
roof tie bars, cast metal braces and timber encased steel fram-
ing, painted to resist corrosion. Steel framing includes flat steel, 
flitch plates, tube steel, and steel spider joints at rafter/king post 
connections where required.

• Recessed electrical conduit channels with flush fitting de-
mountable access covers are incorporated within the underside 
of roof ridges and rafters where needed. In North America, 
mountable octagon pendants can be specified with decorative disks to 
accommodate electrical boxes.
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ROOF VENTILATION 
(operable vents and passive vents)

• Roof ventilation is provided by ridge mounted opening vents, 
operated either manually by solid brass worm-screw openers 
and an elegant hand pole or electronically by chain actuated 
openers. The latter can be specified with rain sensors. Removable 
vent screens are standard. 

• Where ridge mounted opening vents cannot be specified, we 
offer alternative means of roof ventilation: mechanical fan 
housed within a roof pinnacle (kingpost); passive trickle vents 
within a roof ridge; or top-hung outward opening windows 
within lantern side-frames.

FLAT ROOFS AND SOFFITS

• Where suggested in our design, we supply pre-built flat roof sec-
tions with built in slopes for drainage. The construction consists 
of preservative treated timber joists, premium brand high-per-
formance foil backed insulation, firring pieces, external quality 
ply deck, and curb upstand. Steel channels and/or I-beams or 
girders are incorporated where necessary.

• The flat roof exterior is prepared to accept the Owner's choice 
of weathering finishes: heavy gauge aluminum, lead, or copper. 
In North America, preferred finishes are copper, lead-coated copper, 
rubber ply, or EPDM membranes. Final metal or membrane covering 
is by others.

• The flat roof underside is prepared to accept a choice of finishes: 
premium grade ply; tongue and grooved match boarding by 
Town & Country or Owner's drywall. A timber molding pro-
vides a lip on the lower edge of the soffit paneling into which 
a drywall ceiling is fitted by Owner, after electrical and HVAC 
work. 

RAINWATER GOODS 
(gutters and down pipes)

• All guttering is in heavy-gauge aluminium, sufficient to support 
the weight of ladders to or on the roof and workers.  

• Glazed roof elevations drain externally into large section ogee-
pattern cornice guttering, essentially laid level with discreet 
internal joints.  

• Where adjacent to new or existing structures, or where an 
entablature is specified above the glazed wall-frames (typical 
of orangeries), the glazed roof elevations drain into substantial 
parapet/box guttering with a built-in pitch and incorporating 
stepped junctions, if needed. Beneath these gutters is the struc-
tural timber frame, steel girders, and brackets that support the 
adjacent roof plate and the gutters themselves.  The internal ver-
tical face of this assembly is finished in profiled MDF or recessed 
molded panelling. The internal underside of this assembly is 
finished in tongue and groove matched boarding by Town & 
Country, or drywall by others.

• Rainwater is discharged by aluminum down pipes and, where 
appropriate, decorative aluminium hoppers.

WALL-FRAME 
(doors and windows plus frame assembly)

• Our wall-frames are constructed from 95mm (3-3/4 inches) 
section rebated jambs, head rails, transoms, substantial mid-sills, 
and thresholds. 

• Wall-frames are sub-divided into an arrangement of bays, as 
defined by the structural jambs. Within each bay all door and 
window leaves are individually framed.  

• Frames are secured to base construction with engineer specified 
connections, such as epoxied anchors, lag screws, expansion 
bolts, and tapcons, depending on the underlying structure.

• The wall-frames can include a clerestory (transom windows). 
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This row of individually framed windows above the doors and 
windows can be built above the side frames or as part of a full 
height frame. The arrangement of the clerestory frame typically 
follows that of the doors and windows below. Clerestory win-
dow leaves can be specified as operable, but are typically fixed.

• Clerestory window leaves can include intricate, radial or tracery 
glazing patterns, either in individually shaped true-divided single 
or double panes, simulated divided lites, applied lead, or genuine 
leaded light panes.  

• Doors can be either inward or outward opening and wher-
ever possible are specified to open through 180 degrees. North 
American doors open outward as a standard to provide the opportu-
nity for screen doors made either in timber or side-mounted recessed 
aluminum roll screen doors with a center latch.

• Wall-frame arrangements can include generous openings of 
uninterrupted outward-opening sliding/folding or folding/slid-
ing doors. Support for sliding doors and folding doors are from 
casters and tracking which are fitted within the frame head and 
threshold. 

• Opening window leaves can be either top or side-hung outward-
opening. Top hung is standard and recommended.

• A window board (window sill) can be fitted internally capping 
the builders knee wall. In North America, the mid-sill is omitted to 
allow customization of interior knee wall details.

• The wall-frame jambs can be specified to include enhancements: 
internal and external pilasters; corbels; stop-chamfered profiles. 

• The wall frame can be specified to include a substantial profiled 
entablature (typical of orangery designs). The timber topside of 
the entablature will be clad in aluminum.

• Instead of a knee wall, the wall-frames can be specified to include 
a substantial timber base panelled on one or both sides and ther-
mally insulated. One-sided is standard. Panels are of weather 
resistant marine ply, recessed  and with an applied molding.

• The wall-frames can be specified to include traditional counter-
balanced box-sash window frames.

• Our rebated wall-frames are grooved to accept draft seals. 
Opening sashes are trimmed on all sides with anti-capillary 
grooves.

GLAZING 
(a range of glazing specifications to suit individual circumstances) 
  
     Roof
• For roof glazing units less than 2400mm (8 ft) in length, the  

double-glazing units are comprised of two leaves of 4mm (3/16 
inch) clear toughened (tempered) safety glass, a 16mm (5/8 inch) 
cavity, and include "softcoat" High-performance Low-emissivity 
heat reflective coating to the cavity face of the outer leaf (surface 
#2). 

• For roof glazing units greater than 8 ft in length, the double-
glazing units are comprised of two leaves of 6mm (1/4inch) clear 
tempered glass, a 12mm (1/2inch) cavity, and include High-
performance "softcoat" Low-emissivity heat reflective coating to 
the cavity face of the inner leaf (surface #2).  

•   Standard glass is argon-filled High-performance Low-E with 
multiple performance grade options as well as laminated and impact 
glazing options.

•  Roof glazing units are rebated into a ridge beam and rest on 
rafters secured by a dry-glazed compression system – stainless 
steel screws secure a gasketed aluminium pressure clip. This 
assembly is topped by a screwless exterior cap. End seals are 
protected by an aluminum hanger clip secured to the roof plate 
with an interlocking support bracket. 

•  End caps form a drip edge of varying lengths, depending on 
roof pitch (minimum 50mm-2inches), with the low-profile cap 
draining into the gutter.

•  For North American snow zones we recommend commercial grade 
heating cables concealed within the gutter and down pipes with 
optional control systems, all by Owner.
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Side Frames
• For wall-frames, lantern side-frames and gables with true-divided 

panes, glazing units are retained with profiled beads internally 
fixed into 34mm (1-5/16inch) rebated glazing bars. They have 
sealed double-glazing units made in individually-shaped panes, 
comprising two leaves of either 3.2mm (1/8inch) or 4mm 
(3/16inch) clear toughened (tempered) High-Performance 
Low-E glass with a 10-12mm (3/8-1/2inch) cavity, and include 
the Low-E coating on surface #2.  Insulated units are argon-
filled for added insulation.

• Windows are made of laminated Sapele. Window glazing 
patterns, if any, are formed by an SDL consisting of a profiled 
timber glazing bar (17mm-approx 3/4 inch) internally and a 
corresponding fixed glazing bar externally. Within the insulated 
glass unit, the glazing pattern is repeated with spacers to those 
forming the unit's external and internal pattern. This creates the 
appearance of true-divided glass. 

• Windows are set back from the frame, creating a shadow line. All 
glazing is retained by internally glazed timber beads. All opening 
windows are fitted with casement stays and additionally side 
latches depending on sash size. Standard format is top-hung, 
outward opening. Each frame incorporates a double draft seal 
with anti-capillary grooves around the sash. The bottom of the 
frame has a stepped sill and outward bevel to ensure water run-
off. The internal frame has a pencil bead molding traditionally 
mitred in the corners. 

• Alternatively, glazing patterns can be applied lead. The pattern is 
formed by applying the lead to the inside and outside surface of 
the outer leaf of glass, creating the appearance of authentic lead 
whilst preserving the use of insulated glazing units.

• Tints and special glazing options are available upon request.
• North American projects are supplied with U.S. made glass. 

Options are extensive, including tempered-laminated glass and 
impact-resistant glass.

FINISHES AND PREPARATIONS

• All timber roof and wall frame components receive a primer 
coat and end grain sealer to all exposed joints using acrylic 
based finishes, oil-based by request. This is followed by a two-
coat factory spray finish. We offer a range of 42 standard colors, 
with custom colors at additional cost. The paint is applied under 
controlled conditions, using a water based spray system. As 
necessary, our installation team will touch up and fill major screw 
channels or joints. Final touch up and additional coats are by 
Owner. Painting can be expected to have a 5 to 10-year lifespan, 
before repainting is required., provided that it is properly cared 
for. Powder-coated aluminum components only require periodic 
cleaning. 

• Finish coat of interior and exterior side walls and interior roof is by 
Owner and is recommended after completion of site work, best within 
2 weeks. 

• Valley flashing is in aluminum (painted) to match the roof 
cappings and gutters.

• Sloped roof flashing for is supplied by the Owner.

IRONMONGERY (BRASSWARE) 

Standard options include cast polished brass, antique brass, satin 
nickel, polished nickel, or painted bronze finish color.

Doors are fitted with:
• Projection hinges 
• Handles or knobs  
• Multi-point through bolt lockset (concealed bolt) for French 

doors
• Multi-point through bolt lockset for single doors
• Substantial surface mounted slide bolts, where requested 
• Cabin hooks with eyes  
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Top hung opening windows are fitted with:
• Casement stay and pins (2 each for opening sashes exceeding 700mm; 

28inches)
• Side latches

ENGINEERING

• All projects are built to local structural engineering requirements. 
Stamped and sealed engineering calculations are available for all 
states and Canada at an additional charge.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION

• All Town & Country conservatories in the UK and US are  installed 
by experienced Town & Country installers.  Subcontractor 
installations are not permitted and void all warranties.

DRAWINGS

• All Town & Country contracts include the preparation of 
workshop production (shop) drawings and include attaching 
details and dimensions, base or knee wall setting out dimensions 
and flooring/threshold details for the Owner’s contractor. Frame 
opening dimensions and door locations are also provided.

OTHER OPTIONS

• A range of trackless roof blinds are available in electric or manual 
operation in a variety of colors and fabrics.

•  Extended window boards can form window seats or  radiator 
grills, either open or paneled with matching joinery.

•  Octagonal mounting hub with molded disks can be used for 
mounting hanging fixtures to the ridge.

•  Folding sliding doors are available in a variety of configurations

ALL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 
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(Conservatorie s)

What features are standard in hardwood?
Our roof framework, doors, and side framing, including sashes, are 
hand manufactured of selected Sapele, an African Hardwood. It is 
used where the structure requires strength and engineering integ-
rity. Accoya®, an acetylated wood product, is used in areas such 
as pilasters, entablature moldings and external sills and thresholds 
where exposure to weathering means that it's exceptional stability 
will extend the life of the paint and timber. Frames are true window 
frame construction, i.e. windows in individual frames, not modular 
sections. Doors and opening windows are manufactured of lami-
nated Sapele with mortise & tenon joints. Sash and window frames 
are finger jointed.

True divided or simulated divided light double-glazing, solid brass 
hardware, powder-coated aluminum roof cappings, roof vents, and 
heavy gauge ogee profile aluminum guttering are some of the addi-
tional standard features. 

What features are standard in aluminum?
Side frames and roof members are made of thermally broken 
extruded aluminum. Aluminum frames are self-supporting with 
concealed structural-steel members where required by engineering. 
Glazing is retained by field-installed pressure caps on four sides, or 
in aluminum window units retained by field-installed pressure caps 
on four sides. Side frames, posts and rafters form a true architec-
tural frame. Additional structural support is integral to the frame 
via rafters or frame posts, not a separate portal system apart from 
the frame.

True and simulated divided lite glazing, lead pattern glazing, lan-
tern roofs and decorative trim options, such as cresting, finials and 
ogee profile gutters and rafters are available in aluminum. Extensive 
color, hardware and trim options can also be specified.

What about heating and cooling? 
Because of the differences in rates of heat loss and gain for glass rela-
tive to other building materials, the ideal arrangement is a separately 
zoned heating and cooling system. Stand-alone systems are reason-
ably priced, but you may also consider zoning from your existing 
system if it has sufficient capacity. A heated tile floor in conjunction 
with radiant or forced-air systems is a favored arrangement. We can 
provide U-values and shading coefficients for various glass types to 
allow your heating contractor to estimate heating and cooling loads.

What about security? 
Tempered double-glazing (standard) is a deterrent to window 
break-ins. Doors are equipped with a solid brass 5-point (through-
bolt) door lock set. Today’s sophisticated alarm systems are com-
patible with glass rooms.

What about maintenance?  
Regular inspections and painting would be prudent, just as they
would for any other painted windows on your home. Our alumi-
num-capped roof is designed to minimize maintenance on the areas 
most difficult to access. For North America, we have specified 
appropriate sealants and flashing techniques suited to more severe 
climate extremes. We offer periodic maintenance and service inspec-
tions for all projects.

How long does it take? 
A hardwood conservatory typically ships within 9-11 weeks from 
your approval of the final shop drawings, with 2 weeks average 
shipping time depending on where you live. Aluminum conservato-
ries have an average shipping time of 5 days. Because each conserva-
tory is pre-built in our workshops, most can be erected on site in 1 
to 3 weeks, longer for larger buildings or unusual designs.

Frequently Asked Quest ions
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(Conservatorie s)

Who will install it? 
We send an experienced crew to meet the shipment and erect the 
conservatory. Site construction is supervised by our Construction 
Manager. Our crews are normally 2 to 4 in number. We do not use 
subcontractors that have no experience with our buildings.  

How do I prepare the base? 
We coordinate foundation and knee wall setting-out details with 
your local architect, designer, or skilled contractor. Upon placing 
an order and prior to commencement of manufacture, the base 
wall dimensions, heights, and engineering are verified to local code 
requirements. 

Frequently Asked Quest ions

MIN. 4" WIDE STRUCTURAL KNEE WALL
by OWNER

INTERIOR FINISH by OWNER

TYPICAL ISOLATION MEMBRANE &
WALL FLASHING AS REQUIRED by
OWNER,  

45
8"

SAMPLE KNEE WALL SILL DETAIL
Aluminum Frame / Masonry
Do Not Scale Drawings

COUNTER FLASHING TO
MATCH FRAME COLOR BY
T&C

STONE OR BRICK WALL
SILL

SAMPLE FULL HEIGHT FRAME SILL DETAIL
Wood Frame / Masonry
Do Not Scale Drawings

T&C  WOOD BASE PANEL &
SILL PLATE SET FLUSH TO
FINISH FLOOR

TYPICAL ISOLATION MEMBRANE &
WALL FLASHING AS REQUIRED, by
OWNER  

3"

53
8" REQUIRES MIN. 3" FROM FINISHED

FLOOR TO TOP OF STRUCTURE

FINISH FLOOR by OWNER

STRUCTURAL BASE by OWNER

SAMPLE KNEE WALL SILL DETAIL
Wood Frame / Frame

ACETYLATED WOOD

KNEE WALL BY OWNER

FLASHING OR SEALER 
MEMBRANE BY OWNER
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Aluminum Details

Six Colors in
AAMA 2603  finish as 
standard or AAMA 2605 
option and Custom Colors

Standard Ogee Gutter 
with Decorative 
Support Molding

Fixed Sash Frame Option for 
Symmetrical Glass Openings

Insulated Base 
Panels with 
Decorative Moldings

Top or Side Hung Win-
dows with Crank Openers 
and Insect Screens

Aluminum Pilasters 
with Capital and Base

Simulated Divided Lite Glazing 
Patterns with optional Lead Glazing

Slim Aluminum Rafters with 
Optional Ogee Profile

Thermally Broken Roof and Side Frames

Motorized Ridge Vents with Insect Screens 
and Remote Control Operators

Dry-glazed Roof Capping System with Screw-
less Caps and Integrated Weep Gutters

Standard High-Performance Low-E 
Glass with 20-year Warranty

True Frame 
Construction

Cast Aluminum 
Cresting and Finials
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(Aluminum Conservatorie s)

Standard Specif icat ions & General  Information

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Thermally broken extruded aluminum side frames and roof members 
in Duracron finish. Tempered/tempered High-Peformance Low-E 
glass throughout. Structurally engineered to meet local snow and 
wind load requirements.

Roof Frame
• We are not limited to standard sizes or modules. Depending 

on span width, rafter sizes can be varied in increments of 
approximately 3,5,7,9 and 12” in depth to accommodate load 
requirements.

• Roof bays generally  do not exceed 30” O.C. but contemporary 
designs may call for wider bays.

• Roof Pitch is variable from 15 to 50 degrees, higher or lower as 
needed. 

• All conservatories are engineered to a minimum snow load of 
30 lbs/sf and wind load of 90 mph. Higher snow and wind load 
requirements can be easily accommodated. Engineering calcula-
tions are available for all States and Canada. 

• In addition to typical sloped glazing, barrel vaulted curved roofs 
are an option along with roof lantern tops, or stepped roofs to 
break up long sloped frame panels. 

• Manual or electric roof vents are optional and can be individual 
or multiple bays up to full length ridge runs. Full length eave or 
low-level vents can be used for growing spaces or other high-
stress environments requiring ample ventilation.

• Roof glass is retained by a dry-glazed bevelled screw down com-

pression cap system with multi-fin gaskets and a “screwless” cen-
ter strip cover. (Each rafter has an integrated gutter channel to 
carry water ingress to the eave.) Eave consists of extruded alumi-
num glazing retainers and gaskets.

Side Frames
• Side bay widths can be custom sized and are proportioned to the 

adjoining structure fenestration. 
• Sills can accomodate any attaching material. Internal and exter-

nal decorative nosings are available.
• For ease of operation, the maximum height of an opening side 

sash should not exceed 72”. Fixed frames can be significantly 
taller. Kneewalls (by owner) are typically 1 1/2’ to 2’ high, less 
or more as needed, including full height frames.

• Side opening windows and doors are internally glazed an feature 
an integrated weep drainage system to the exterior. One third 
of side windows (screened) are operable as standard, more as 
requested. Fixed windows are externally glazed. 

• Clerestory (transom) heights in general should not exceed 25 
percent of the overall conservatory side frame height, but this is 
only a general guideline. For example special situations or special 
designs can use a double row clerestory level for added decora-
tion.

• Door Height can be up to 9-10’. For expanded openings we can 
provide folding-stacking door sets in 2 to 20 panel configura-
tions. Doors can be inward or outward opening.

• Thresholds are ADA compliant. Standard threshold height is ap-
proximately  1” with either in-swing or out-swing doors.
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• Virtually any glazing pattern can be created with the exception 
that some curved patterns are limited to an applied contoured 
bar on the exterior and interior (room side) of the glass unit. 
All other patterns can be simulated divided lites, internal (in the 
glazing  unit) and applied lead. Some gable or special patterns 
can be done in true divided format.

GLAZING

Roof
• Standard roof glass is tempered/tempered one inch overall thick-

ness insulated units in Argon- filled High Performance Low-E 
glass. Side glass is tempered/tempered 1 inch overall, also in 
High-Performance Low-E glass. Numerous additional options 
are available for glass including triple glazing or polycarbonate 
roof panels. Town & Country has extensive expertise in glass per-
formance. We will explain and recommend a glass based on the 
appropriate combination of heating and cooling performance 
data coupled with aesthetic considerations.

HARDWARE

• Door hardware color options include White, Satin Chrome, 
Brass, Dark Bronze and Black. A separate range is available for 
coastal salt air locations. 

• Lockset handles include a keyed lock, master keyed upon request. 
A contemporary handle with curved escutcheon is standard with 
four additional handle (traditional style) options.

• Top-hung outward opening windows are standard with optional 
casement opening. Crank opener is standard with optional sliding 
stay hardware and cam locks for windows over 48 inches wide 
or 5 feet in height. Colors are: Black, White, Polished Brass, 

or Painted Aluminum (mill finish color). Stainless steel scissor 
hinges are standard.

FINISHES
• Standard frame color is white inside and out. Other standard 

options are Black, Hartford Green, Natural Clay, Bronze and 
Sandstone in a Duracon finish; or anodized Dark Bronze or Mill 
Finish. Custom colors upon request.

WARRANTIES

• 10 year structural and 20 year insulated glass seal warranty and 
one year installation workmanship warranty.

INSTALLATION

• Town & Country installation is required. We request a location 
description, address, photos and any relevant notes on access or 
other restrictions to obtain a quote for Town & Country instal-
lation.

BASE PREPARATION AND FLASHING

• All structures are supplied with shop drawings for Purchaser 
pre-approval. Knee wall is built and flashed by Purchaser with 
counter flashing supplied and installed by Town & Country. 
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CUSTOM DETAIL OPTIONS

We offer a range of special details that distinguish our buildings and 
achieve an unusually high quality appearance. Additional features 
and options allow us to solve most design challenges. We can also 
build in hurricane zones.  

• Ogee profile rafters

• Pilasters and ogee gutter with decorative support molding.

• Gable rake moldings, cresting, and finials

• Molded base panels fully insulated in custom heights and 
widths.

• Fluted post profile
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• Ridge light mount

• Rafter light mount

• King post pendant

• Applied lead glazing

• Flat roof for height limitations or decorative feature
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FOLDING SLIDING DOORS

Folding sliding doors offer the opportunity to introduce generous 
width and height openings within a given elevation, which when 
open is not interrupted by intermediate framing. 

Folding sliding doors are capable of individual choice in opening 
arrangements and multiples of doors. The effect is to create a seam-
less flow between inside and out, offering a perception of greater 
space and allowing wider access to the garden. 

Our folding doors match the same level of quality and refinement 
that you would expect of all Town & Country buildings.  Cus-
tom designed and made in aluminum or hardwood, our doors are 
factory pre-assembled and pre-hung. Standard finishes and cus-
tom colors available. AAMA 2603 or 2605 finishes and premium 
hardware with coastal finishes are available in aluminum. Forty-two 
standard colors and custom are available in hardwood.
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FOLDING GLASS WALL CONFIGURATIONS

Our folding sliding doors incorporate high performance tracking, hinging and running gear.
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PERFORMANCE
• Structural loads: snow, wind, including hurricane zones
• Thermal movements
• Dimensional tolerance 
• Deflection
• Temperature changes
• Air infiltration
• Water penetration
• Condensation resistance
• Average thermal conductance
• Glazing thermal and optical performance properties
• Folding glass wall system performance
• Thermal conductance

FRAMING SYSTEM
• ASTM standards
• Steel reinforcement
• Pressure cap system
• Decorative trim
• Fasteners
• Brackets and reinforcements
• Anchors
• Flashing

GLAZING
• Gaskets
• Glazing Tapes
• Installation

OPERABLE AND FIXED COMPONENTS 
AND FIXED WINDOWS
• Fixed windows
• Sashes
• Doors 
• Vents
• Hardware
• Weather stripping
• Weep holes
• Insect Screens

QUALITY ASSURANCE
• Engineering and shop drawings
• Product options
• Fenestration standards
• Electrical components
• Welding

FINISHES
• 6 standard AAMA 2603 colors
• Powder coats and 70% flouropolymers custom seacoast finishes
• AAMA 2605 optional finishes

WARRANTY
• Assembly
• Finishes
• Glass

Please see our website for complete division 13-34-13 specifications. 
Major sections and highlights for Engineered Structures and Glazing include the following.

ALL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 
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